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Malta is Long-Duration Energy Storage

Malta’s grid-scale pumped heat energy storage system (PHES) is a low-cost, long-duration solution which will enable the global energy transition.

- **Long-Duration**: 10 – 200 Hours
- **Grid-Scale**: 10 – 100 MW+
- **Low-Cost**: <$100/kWh at 10h
How it works

**Charge: HEAT PUMP**

- ELECTRICITY → Power Unit
- HEAT → Hot Reservoir
- Hot Reservoir → Cold Reservoir
- Cold Reservoir → Power Unit

**Generation (Discharge): HEAT ENGINE**

- HEAT → Hot Reservoir
- Hot Reservoir → Power Unit
- Power Unit → ELECTRICITY

**Examples**

- Charge: HEAT PUMP
  - Air conditioning
  - Refrigeration

- Generation (Discharge): HEAT ENGINE
  - Power generation
  - District heating
Malta PHES: 
Recuperated Air-loop Brayton-cycle Heat Pump/Heat Engine

“Necessary, Sufficient, and Doable”
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